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Prediction of failure limits in fine blanking processes 
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Abstract.  In fine blanking, cracks on the fine blanked surface are an essential parameter of part quality. Due to this, 

the determination of crack occurrence and crack location is important. However, very minor changes in blanking tool 

edge geometry can strongly influence the crack formation, which has to be reflected by the finite element simulation. 

Within this abstract, the use of a triaxiality and Lode based damage model is investigated and an additional potential 

significant parameter for crack formation description is highlighted. 

1 Introduction 

Finite Element Simulations are nowadays industrial 
standard in the design of forming processes. In blanking 

simulation, several challenges still exist e.g. mesh 

configurations at sharp edges, modelling of material 

hardening at very high strain and strain rates and 

prediction of ductile fracture.  

Common models for predicting ductile fracture in 

forming processes are based on stress triaxiality  
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as early proposed by Oyane [1] and Johnson and Cook 

[2]. Additionally, the Lode parameter according to 

equation (2) is used to extend 
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the models to the influence of the deviatoric principal 

stresses as e.g. Wierzbicki et al. [3] proposed. For taking 

nonlinear load paths into account, a damage accumulation 
rule is often used in the form of equation (3) 
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This rule includes the fracture strain, which can 
depend on several values. For the following, a description 

of the fracture strain according to Bai and Wierzbicki [3] 

is used 
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2 Experimental Investigation  

As experimental reference, blanking experiments were 

conducted with an especially developed fine blanking 

tool. The device includes a force and position measuring 

system. Furthermore, all elements which are relevant for 

the quality of the blanked surface are interchangeable 

such that different blanking clearances, tool edge 

preparations and V-Ring conditions can be set.  

 

Figure 1. Experimental tool for investigation of different 

blanking configurations. 
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The geometry of the part is axisymmetric in order to 

eliminate radial forces on the punch, which could lead to 

a clearance alteration. Furthermore, the edge radii of the 

teeth are varied in order to achieve different Lode 

parameter conditions, which could be responsible for the 

blanking quality (Figure 1). 

In terms of the evaluated tool conditions, it was found 

that the size of the cutting edge chamfer has an influence 

on the surface crack formation as shown in Figure 2, 

where the blanked surfaces for two different chamfer 

sizes related to the blanking thickness are represented. 

 

Figure 2. Influence of blanking tool edge chamfer size in 
percent of sheet thickness on surface crack formation for the 

largest teeth radius r5. 

3 Prediction of ductile fracture 

The parameters of the ductile fracture models were 

investigated on the basis of torsion specimens and tensile 

specimens as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Specimens for ductile fracture model calibration  

Table 1 shows the average values of stress triaxiality 
and Lode parameter as well as the normalized fracture 

strain, which could be reached in the experiments.  

Table 1. Evaluated average parameter at fracture and 

corresponding fracture strain 

Specimen  η ζ εf /εf,torsion 

1  0.00 0.00 1.00 

2  0.03 0.11 0.95 

3  0.14 0.52 0.60 

4  0.36 0.95 0.66 

5  0.54 0.88 0.58 

6  0.64 0.68 0.57 

7  0.72 0.39 0.55 

Based on these results, the parameters of the fracture 

models were fitted ( 1 3 420.7, 1.6, 2.1, 1.1cc c c   ) 

and used as input for the following fine blanking 

simulations with a specially developed ALE code by 

Manopulo [4]. Subsequently, the damage parameters at 

the critical point where fracture occurs, as shown in 

Figure 4, is evaluated.  

 

Figure 4. Investigated position where fracture during the fine 

blanking process occurs. 

Following this critical tool edge point, it can be seen 

in Figure 5, that the damage parameter D is 

overestimating fracture for the larger chamfer size, were 
experimentally no surface cracks appear.  

 

Figure 5. Damage parameter after Wierzbicki [3] for different 
tool edge chamfer size configurations. 

Due to this, the stress gradient along the chamfer was 
evaluated according to Figure 6. The maximum principal 

stress was extracted and related to the element edge 

length perpendicular to the line of blanking and plotted 

over the corresponding finite element nodes in Figure 7. 
The smaller chamfer shows a significant higher stress 

gradient at both tool edges, which can be interpreted as a 

higher driving force for crack formation.  

Due to this finding, it seems to be necessary to 

include the stress gradient into the fracture models for 

more distinctive separations of the tool edge 

configurations. The shorter edge length of the smaller 

chamfer leads to faster stretching of the material line 

element moving across the chamfer edge. However, as 

Figure 7 shows, the strain still influences the ductile 

fracture, because at the first edge of the chamfer, the 

gradient of the first principal stress is even higher 
compared to the second edge, where fracture occurs. But 

the accumulated plastic strain of the material element 
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before the first edge is completely reached under 

pressure.  

 

Figure 6. Investigated node path across tool edge chamfer. 

The first strain increments under positive stress 
triaxiality occurs after the first edge and reaches the 

maximum directly after the second edge before the 

material gets into an elastic state. Therefore, all strain 

increments which are responsible for ductile fracture are 

accumulated along the chamfer edge. 

 
Figure 7. Gradient of first principal stress across the tool edge 
chamfer. 

A possible further parameter which has to be 
investigated is the amount of strain accumulated under 

pressure and under tension. This could lead to different 

fracture strains similar as kinematic hardening models 

leads to different yield stresses depending on the amount 

of accumulated strain in a compressive state. 
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